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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
At our academic tertiary care medical center, we have noted patients referred for 
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) who increasingly 
require advanced cannulation techniques. This trend is noted despite increased 
endoscopist experience and annual ERCP volume over the same period.

AIM 
To evaluate this phenomenon of perceived escalation in complexity of cannulation 
at ERCP and assessed potential underlying factors.

METHODS 
Demographic/clinical variables and records of ERCP patients at the beginning 
(2008), middle (2013) and end (2018) of the last decade were reviewed 
retrospectively. Cannulation approaches were classified as “standard” or 
“advanced” and duodenoscope position was labeled as “standard” (short 
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position) or “non-standard” (e.g., long, semi-long).

RESULTS 
Patients undergoing ERCP were older in 2018 compared to 2008 (69.7 ± 15.2 years 
vs 55.1 ± 14.7, P < 0.05). Increased ampullary distortion and peri-ampullary 
diverticula were noted in 2018 (P < 0.001). ERCPs were increasingly performed 
with a non-standard duodenoscope position, from 2.2% (2008) to 5.6% (2013) and 
16.1% (2018) (P < 0.001). Utilization of more than one advanced cannulation 
technique for a given ERCP increased from 0.7% (2008) to 0.9% (2013) to 6.6% 
(2018) (P < 0.001). Primary mass size > 4 cm, pancreatic uncinate mass, and 
bilirubin > 10 mg/dL predicted use of advanced cannulation techniques (P < 0.03 
for each).

CONCLUSION 
Complexity of cannulation at ERCP has sharply increased over the past 5 years, 
with an increased proportion of elderly patients and those with malignancy 
requiring advanced cannulation approaches. These data suggest that complexity 
of cannulation at ERCP may be predicted based on patient/ampulla 
characteristics. This may inform selection of experienced, high-volume 
endoscopists to perform these complex procedures.

Key Words: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography; Biliary cannulation; Goff 
trans-pancreatic septotomy; Needle knife precut sphincterotomy; Endoscopy; Complexity

©The Author(s) 2020. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: At our tertiary care academic medical center, we have noted patients referred 
for endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) who increasingly require 
advanced cannulation techniques. This trend is noted despite increasing endoscopist 
experience and ERCP volume. We therefore formally evaluated this phenomenon and 
underlying factors. We found that complexity of cannulation at ERCP has sharply 
increased over the past 5 years, with more elderly patients and those with malignancy 
requiring advanced cannulation techniques. These data suggest that cannulation 
complexity may be predicted based on patient/ampulla characteristics.

Citation: Barakat MT, Girotra M, Thosani N, Kothari S, Banerjee S. Escalating complexity of 
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography over the last decade with increasing reliance 
on advanced cannulation techniques. World J Gastroenterol 2020; 26(41): 6391-6401
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/full/v26/i41/6391.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.3748/wjg.v26.i41.6391

INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is among the most 
technically challenging and high-risk endoscopic procedures. It is performed in 
approximately 1 per 1000 individuals, with up to 600000 ERCPs performed annually in 
the United States[1,2]. Successful cannulation of the duct of interest is the crucial initial 
step in ERCP. As selective ductal cannulation is the most challenging element of ERCP, 
cannulation success rates largely equate to ERCP success rates and vary widely by 
center and patient population. Reported successful ductal cannulation rates at ERCP 
are broad, ranging from 55% to over 90%[3-6]. Some studies have attributed this 
variability in cannulation rates to the endoscopist and facility ERCP volume, with high 
volume endoscopists who practice in academic medical centers using state-of-the-art 
equipment and performing procedures with the support of experienced staff 
exhibiting higher cannulation rates[7-9]. However one recent study notably found that 
patient and procedure characteristics are more important than endoscopist or facility 
characteristics in predicting cannulation success at ERCP[10].

Cannulation of the duct of interest is not only the most crucial step for success of an 
ERCP procedure, but it also represents the highest risk aspect of ERCP. Similar to 
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cannulation success rates, there has been wide variability in the reported rates of 
ERCP-associated adverse events, ranging from as low as 2.5% to as high as 14.0%[11-13]. 
Many of the same factors that are associated with high cannulation rates are also 
associated with low post-ERCP adverse event rates, including the experience and 
volume of the endoscopist and facility in which an ERCP is performed[7-9]. Of all ERCP-
associated adverse events, post-ERCP pancreatitis is most closely associated with 
prolonged cannulation efforts, use of advanced cannulation techniques and 
cannulation failure. Furthermore, post-ERCP pancreatitis is recognized as the most 
severe adverse event associated with ERCP and contributes most to the 0.1% rate of 
post-ERCP mortality[14-16]. Understanding trends that affect cannulation rates at ERCP 
and factors that modulate cannulation success is important, not only for avoiding 
costly repeat and rescue procedures, but also for minimizing adverse events and 
taking all possible steps to optimize ERCP outcomes. As the technical complexity of an 
ERCP and patient characteristics as well as indications for the procedure have been 
demonstrated to predict cannulation success and adverse event rates, an enhanced 
understanding of trends in the technical complexity of ERCP is desirable.

The technical complexity of an ERCP is multi-factorial, including goals of the 
procedure as well as factors such as patient anatomy (e.g., post-surgical, malignancy-
associated deformity or infiltration of the stomach/duodenum, eccentrically located or 
small ampulla and peri-ampullary diverticulum). Some of these factors associated 
with ERCP complexity are difficult to predict pre-procedure, but the majority can be 
defined in advance and measures may be possible to minimize ERCP-associated risks. 
Several ERCP complexity scales have been proposed to reflect and predict the 
technical challenges and adverse events that may be encountered during a 
procedure[17-19], but these scales are limited in their generalizability and applicability to 
modern ERCP practice.

At our tertiary care academic endoscopy unit, we have noted over the last decade, 
an increase in utilization of advanced biliary cannulation techniques, a shift in ERCP 
indications and altered anatomy contributing to a perceived escalating complexity of 
ERCPs. This motivated the present study to systematically evaluate how ERCP has 
changed over the past decade at our tertiary care academic medical center. ERCPs 
performed at our institution by a single highly experienced endoscopist were 
evaluated over the past decade to define changes in patient characteristics, procedure 
indication and procedure characteristics, which may be driving this perceived 
increased complexity of ERCP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data collection
ERCP patient records from 2008, 2013 and 2018 were evaluated retrospectively using a 
prospectively maintained endoscopy database. Demographic data and clinical 
variables including ERCP indications, cannulation rates and adverse event rates were 
collected. Demographic data collected included patient age/gender, indication for 
ERCP, patient co-morbidities and laboratory studies.

Cannulation techniques, classified as “standard” or “advanced” and patients 
undergoing Goff septotomy, double wire technique, or needle knife precut 
sphincterotomy and (or a combination thereof) to facilitate biliary access, were noted.

Post-surgical anatomy was documented and non-surgical, acquired anatomical 
distortion interfering with performance of the procedure was noted. Endoscopy 
reports and fluoroscopy images associated with each ERCP were reviewed and 
duodenoscope position necessary to accomplish the ERCP was evaluated by 
fluoroscopy images and classified as “standard” (short position) or “non-standard” 
(long, semi-long position or other variant). Ampulla characteristics were recorded, 
including ampullary distortion, infiltration, and presence of a peri-ampullary 
diverticulum. Anatomical characteristics of the patient and their impact the procedure 
were documented, along with the level of anatomical atypia (e.g., oropharyngeal, 
esophageal, gastric, duodenal, ampullary).

Technique
Standard approaches were used for performing ERCPs. Procedures before 2012 were 
predominately performed under moderate sedation and procedures after 2012 were 
predominately performed with anesthesia support (monitored anesthesia care or 
general anesthesia) per our institutional protocol. Our institution’s therapeutic 
endoscopy fellowship was initiated in 2011 and the therapeutic endoscopy fellow 
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participated in most procedures thereafter. ERCP procedures included in the study 
were carried out by a single therapeutic endoscopist with over 10 years of therapeutic 
endoscopy experience at the beginning of the study period (2008).

Statistical analysis
All analyses were carried out using SAS Enterprise Guide version 7.11 HF3 (SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States) and Microsoft Excel. Continuous data were 
analyzed for normality. Because most distributions did not appear normal, Student’s t-
test was conducted.  Adverse events were analyzed using the Fisher’s exact test for 
sparsely distributed data. Gender and cannulation rates were assessed by chi-squared 
test. Regression analyses were conducted using standard approaches. All reported P-
values are 2-sided, and all comparisons attained statistical significance at P < 0.05. 
Correction for repeated measures was performed using standard approaches.

RESULTS
Patient and procedure characteristics
Annual endoscopist ERCP volume progressively increased over the study period, with 
267 ERCPs performed in 2008, 528 ERCPs performed in 2013 and 693 ERCPs 
performed in 2018 (Figure 1). The mean age of ERCP patients was almost 15 years 
higher in 2018 compared to 2008 (69.7 ± 15.2 years vs 55.1 ± 14.7 years, P < 0.05, 
Figure 2).

Procedure indications
The overall distribution of ERCP indications did not significantly differ over the 10-
year study period, when analyzed over the 10 year interval or at 5 year intervals. There 
was a trend toward an increased proportion of ERCPs performed for biliary stricture 
evaluation and management, from 19% in 2008 to 24% in 2013 and 29% in 2018 (P = 
0.07, Figure 3), however this did not reach statistical significance when correction for 
repeated measures was performed.

Cannulation characteristics and details
The proportion of ERCPs performed using a non-standard duodenoscope position 
increased over time, from 2.2% (2008) to 5.6% (2013) and then 16.1% (2018) (P < 0.001, 
Figure 4).

A progressive increase in the proportion of patients undergoing ERCP with 
procedures notable for ampullary distortion, peri-ampullary diverticula, tumor 
infiltration, and duodenal distortion/stenosis was noted in 2018 (P < 0.001, Figure 1) 
compared to both 2008 and 2013 (Figure 5).

Utilization of greater than one advanced cannulation approach during a single 
ERCP, a marker for complexity and difficulty of an ERCP, remained relatively stable 
from 2008 to 2013 (0.7% and 0.9%, respectively), then rose to 6.6% in 2018 (P < 0.001, 
Figure 6).

Predictors of anatomical distortion and utilization of advanced cannulation 
techniques
In our regression analysis, mass size > 4 cm, pancreatic uncinate process tumor, and a 
bilirubin level of > 10 mg/dL predicted distortion of the both the ampulla and the 
duodenum. These features also predicted utilization of advanced biliary access 
techniques (P < 0.03 for each). Patient age, alkaline phosphatase, Alanine 
aminotransferase and Aspartate aminotransferase were evaluated in our regression 
analysis and did not predict anatomical distortion or advanced cannulation technique 
utilization (P > 0.1 for each).

Barriers to duodenoscope advancement and cannulation
Oropharyngeal barriers to duodenoscope advancement were evident in 6% of patients 
in 2018, representing an over 5-fold increase over the past 10 years (Figure 7A). 
Notably, for three of these patients, oropharyngeal barriers to duodenoscope 
advancement prevented performance of ERCP. An over 6-fold rise in the proportion of 
ERCPs with esophageal barriers to duodenoscope advancement was noted over the 
past 10 years, with an over 2-fold increase in the past 5 years (Figure 7B). In 2018, 8 
patients required either esophageal dilation (5) or esophageal stent placement (3) to 
facilitate ERCP. Gastric barriers to duodenoscope advancement were also increasingly 
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Figure 1 Annual endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography volume progressively increased from 2008 to 2018. ERCP: Endoscopic 
retrograde cholangiopancreatography.

Figure 2  Mean age of patients progressively increased significantly from 2008 to 2018.

Figure 3  Proportion of endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography performed for management of malignant biliary strictures 
increased from 2008 to 2018, but this did not reach statistical significance.

apparent over the study period, with a 2-fold increase in the proportion of patients 
with gastric barriers to duodenoscope advancement in the past 10 years (Figure 7C). 
Notably, 5% of patients who underwent ERCP at our center in 2018 had surgically 
altered gastric anatomy. Duodenal barriers to duodenoscope advancement and 
cannulation were encountered in a 10% of patients in 2018, which represents a 2-fold 
increase in the past 5 years (Figure 7D). Notably, 4% of patients required duodenal 
dilation or duodenal stent placement to accomplish ERCP in 2018.
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Figure 4  Proportion of endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography performed with the duodenoscope in a non-standard position 
increased significantly from 2008 to 2018.

Figure 5 Progressive increase in the frequency of ampullary distortion/tumor infiltration, duodenal distortion/stenosis and peri-ampullary 
diverticula was noted in over the study period. ERCP: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography.

DISCUSSION
We demonstrate that, at our tertiary care academic medical center, biliary cannulation 
has become progressively more complex and challenging over the past decade. The 
vast majority of ERCPs are performed for biliary indications and biliary cannulation 
has always been considered challenging for a subset of procedures, even at high 
volume centers of excellence. Rates of native ampulla cannulation failure of up to 15% 
have been reported from these centers[20,21]. The American Society for Gastrointestinal 
Endoscopy has proposed a 90% cannulation rate as indicative of competence in ERCP 
in its recent privileging and credentialing guidelines[22]. However reported cannulation 
failure rates during advanced endoscopy training suggest that many trainees are not 
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Figure 6  Utilization of more than one advanced cannulation technique for a given endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography 
increased significantly over the study period.

achieving these cannulation rates by the end of their fellowship training[23,24]. It is 
reasonable to assume that national cannulation failure rates are even higher, because 
most United States endoscopists have not undergone advanced endoscopy fellowship 
training and perform less than 100 ERCPs annually[2,7,25].

A trend toward lower rates of failed cannulation and decreased reliance on one or 
more advanced biliary access techniques might be expected from a high-volume 
expert endoscopist whose technical competency would be expected to increase over 
time. Our initial observation of precisely the inverse trend was the motivation for 
conducting this study in which we formally evaluated ERCP and cannulation 
complexity. Our systematic evaluation revealed progressively increasing anatomical 
complexity, with a higher proportion of patients who have post-surgical altered 
anatomy and other barriers to duodenoscope advancement and successful cannulation 
encountered at each level of the upper gastrointestinal tract proximal to the ampulla, 
from the oropharynx and esophagus to the stomach and duodenum.

The increasing complexity of ERCP over the past decade and the potential for 
progressively escalating complexity of ERCP over time may render the competency 
threshold of 90% successful biliary cannulation at ERCP challenging to achieve for 
even highly trained high volume endoscopists. Furthermore, the increasingly complex 
ERCPs being performed in the current era limits opportunities for trainee involvement 
in a substantial proportion of procedures and this, in turn, results in more limited 
training experience in preparation for management of these complex ERCPs when the 
trainee becomes an attending therapeutic endoscopist. Limiting or eliminating trainee 
involvement in biliary cannulations which are anticipated to be challenging may be 
the most appropriate practice, as cannulation has been found to fail more frequently if 
a beginner endoscopist initiates cannulation even when an ERCP is straightforward[26]. 
These issues are worthy of consideration for training future generations of 
endoscopists. If this trajectory toward increasing complexity of tertiary academic 
medical center ERCPs is evident at other similar centers, adaptations of therapeutic 
endoscopy training may be necessary to ensure endoscopist preparedness for these 
challenging procedures. Possible endoscopy training adaptations might include 
increased reliance on ERCP simulators, which have been developed and adapted for 
cannulation training[27-32]. Additionally, an endoscopy training partnership between 
academic medical centers and community hospitals which perform procedures that 
tend to be less complex, such as those for young patients to address 
choledocholithiasis, may be beneficial.

With the increased reliance on advanced biliary cannulation techniques, it is 
important to identify a reliably effective salvage cannulation approach which is safe 
and appropriate for use by lower volume endoscopists. We have previously 
demonstrated, in the largest study to-date of Goff septotomy, that this technique has a 
safety profile which is similar to standard cannulation techniques and superior to the 
more commonly used needle knife precut sphincterotomy[33]. While maintaining this 
favorable safety profile, Goff septotomy cannulation success rates are the highest of 
available advanced cannulation techniques, at over 87%[33]. Our safety and efficacy 
data in this recent study suggest that Goff septotomy may be considered as a primary 
salvage cannulation approach, with needle knife sphincterotomy reserved for Goff 
septotomy failures. In this era of increasingly complex ERCPs, data are needed from 
multiple academic and therapeutic endoscopy centers to assess the relative merits and 
disadvantages of the array of advanced biliary access techniques currently in use.

A key finding of this study is the fact that the complexity of cannulation during 
ERCP may be predicted by patient and ampullary features. In our regression analysis, 
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Figure 7 Over the study period, there was an increasing proportion of procedures with oropharyngeal, esophageal, gastric and duodenal 
barriers to duodenoscope advancement and cannulation. A: Qropharyngeal barriers to duodenoscope advancement and cannulation; B: Esophageal 
barriers to duodenoscope advancement and cannulation; C: Gastric barriers to duodenoscope advancement and cannulation; D: Duodenal barriers to duodenoscope 
advancement and cannulation.
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a primary pancreatic or liver mass size over 4 cm in greatest dimension, tumor 
involvement of the pancreatic uncinate process, and bilirubin over 10 mg/dL 
predicted ampulla/duodenal distortion and utilization of advanced cannulation 
techniques. Other recent studies have found that the endoscopic appearance of the 
ampulla modulates the difficulty of and latency to biliary cannulation, with small 
ampullas and protruding, pendulous ampullas found to be more challenging to 
cannulate[26]. Additional recent studies have found that the presence of a peri-
ampullary diverticulum predict ERCP-associated adverse events[34], and that the angle 
of the common bile duct may predict rates of post-ERCP pancreatitis for some 
endoscopists[35]. These tools with which cannulation complexity may be predicted are 
valuable for risk stratification and identification of patients for whom optimal patient 
care may include having an experienced attending perform the ERCP without trainee 
involvement.

Limitations of this study include its retrospective nature, reliance on data from the 
electronic medical record and procedure report/fluoroscopy image review. These data 
include only procedures from a single endoscopist, but this also serves as strength of 
the study in that this study design controls for discrepancies in endoscopist technical 
skill and evolution of that skill over time.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our tertiary care academic medical center findings indicate sharply 
increasing complexity of biliary cannulation over the past 5 years, with increasing 
proportions of elderly patients and those with advanced malignancy with anatomical 
distortion of the ampulla/duodenum requiring advanced cannulation techniques. 
These data synergize with recent studies and together suggest that complexity of 
cannulation may be predictable with consideration of patient and ampulla 
characteristics. In this new era of ERCP, these data may inform selection of high-
volume, experienced endoscopists to perform complex ERCP procedures and these 
complex procedures may be less amenable to trainee involvement.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is a technically challenging 
and high-risk endoscopic procedure. Cannulation of the duct of interest is the essential 
primary step in performance of a successful ERCP. At our tertiary care endoscopy 
unit, we have perceived an increase in the complexity of ERCPs, necessitating 
increased utilization of advanced biliary cannulation techniques.

Research motivation
Based on this impression of increasing cannulation complexity at ERCP, we designed a 
retrospective study to systematically evaluate the evolution of ERCP complexity over 
the past decade at our institution.

Research objectives
Our goal was to characterize changes in ERCP complexity over time so that training 
and practice patterns may be optimized in accordance with these changes. We intend 
for these findings to enhance understanding about the factors that underlie escalating 
complexity of cannulation at ERCP and stimulate future research on the topic.

Research methods
Demographic/clinical variables and medical records of ERCP patients from the 
beginning (2008), middle (2013) and end (2018) of the last decade were evaluated and 
cannulation complexity was assessed (categorized as anatomical barriers, utilization of 
advanced cannulation techniques and duodenoscope position).

Research results
Patients undergoing ERCP in 2018 were significantly older compared to those 
undergoing ERCP in 2008, and a progressive increase in the proportion of procedures 
challenged by duodenal/ampullary distortion and peri-ampullary diverticula were 
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noted over the same time period. ERCPs were increasingly performed with a non-
standard duodenoscope position, and utilization of more than one advanced 
cannulation approach during a single ERCP increased significantly over the study 
period. Primary mass size > 4 cm, pancreatic uncinate tumor, and bilirubin > 10 
mg/dL predicted use of advanced cannulation techniques.

Research conclusions
ERCP cannulation complexity has sharply increased over the past 5 years, with more 
elderly patients and patients with malignancy undergoing ERCP, necessitating an 
increased utilization of advanced cannulation techniques. We found that cannulation 
complexity at ERCP can be predicted based on patient/ampullary characteristics. 
Anatomical barriers to duodenoscope advancement prior to cannulation are also 
increasingly common.

Research perspectives
In this new era of escalating complexity of cannulation during ERCP, our data may 
inform triaging of procedures predicated to be highly complex to more experienced, 
high-volume endoscopists. These highly complex ERCPs may be less amenable to 
trainee involvement. Our data highlight the increasing importance of excellent 
advanced endoscopy training for endoscopists who will perform ERCP.
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